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Current statistics on healthcare fraud are mind-boggling. Perhaps the most staggering
is that an estimated $274 million are lost daily ($100 billion annually) to healthcare fraud
and abuse. Based on a healthcare budget of $1 trillion, healthcare fraud approximates 10
percent. Differing views exist regarding the severity of healthcare fraud, but the one truism
is that it is getting worse. In recent testimony before a congressional committee, the
director of the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) stated that even drug dealers, lured
by the minimal chances of detection, are now involved in healthcare fraud in order to reap
the potentially staggering rewards.

For internal auditors, putting a stop to the fraud and abuse is not easy, but the options
for reporting suspected healthcare fraud have recently been greatly expanded. Every
internal auditor should be aware of the existence and simplicity of some of these options.

Hotlines
Blue Cross and Blue Shield (BC/BS) healthcare plans have had very good success with

hotlines in the reporting of suspected fraud and abuse. Recently, BC/BS of Michigan spent
$200,000 on a “fraud hotline” and have recovered $16.5 million (a return on investment of
82.5-to-l).  For more information on this hotline call the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Federal Employee Program at (800) 337-8440. The Health Care Financing Administration
also has hotlines for reporting healthcare fraud which can be obtained by contacting the
local Health and Human Services office.

The Internet
The World Wide Web (WWW) provides

an excellent resource for information for
internal auditors on healthcare fraud. The
following are several Internet sites for
reporting healthcare fraud and abuses, along
with other valuable information. These
include, but are not limited to the sites listed
in the chart on the adjacent page.
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Health Care Financing Administration
National Council Against Health Fraud
US General Accounting Office - FEmdnet
Health Care Fraud
Physician Financial Relationships
US Department of Health and Human Services
National Health Care Anti-Fraud Association

InternetlWWW  Address
http://wwwJhcfa,eovl
http://www.ncahf.orpJ
http:/Jwwwl~ao.govJfraudnet/fraudnet.htm
htt~,:JJwww.healthconnect.netJfraud/fraudO.html
http:Jfwww.netreach.netJ-wmanninP/finrel.htm
httb:JJwww.hhs.novf
http://www2.nhcaa.orglnhcaa/index.htm

QuiTam
QuiTam is a provision of the Federal

Civil False Claims Act (3 1 USC Sec. 3730)
which allows individuals to file a lawsuit in
the name of the U.S. Government relating
to the fraudulent use of government funds
received by government contractors and
others. The “whistle-blower” can receive a
maximum share of 30 percent of the
recovery. Several recent rewards have
been in the millions of dollars.

a mandatory penalty range of $5,000 to
$10,000 per false claim. Since 1986,
QuiTam recoveries have exceeded well
over $1 billion, with most cases in the areas
of defense and healthcare fraud. The high
recovery rate of QuiTam has prompted law
firms to heavily advertise their service
regarding the False Claims Act.

Self-Reporting
Interestingly, the individual reporting Many providers have advocated the use

the fraud does not need to have personal of self-reporting. However, this option will
knowledge of the fraud. The information probably not work for all providers. For
can be obtained from any source provided example, consider a recent letter of
that it is not publicly disclosed and the notification sent by the U.S. Attorney
government has not already sued the General’s office to several hundred
defendant for the fraud. The statutory hospitals regarding possible areas of
damages are severe-treble damages plus billing abuse. Because of the threat of

UuiTam  Lawsuit Procedure

k is imperative that the individual follows the proper procedure for a Qui-tam
lawsuit in order to receive any reward.
n Individual is required to file a complaint under seal with a court and submit to

the Department of Justice a “written disclosure of all material evidence and
information.”

w The Department of Justice then conducrs an investigation to determine if it will

l If the Department of Justice joins in, it will essentially take the lead role in
litigating the case and obtaining a recovery. The individual bringing suit is
entitled to 15 to 25 percent of the recovery, plus reasonable attorney’s fees.

E If the Department of Justice declines to join the action, the individual may srill
proceed with the lawsuit and is entitled to 25-30  percent of any recovery, plus
reasonable attorney’s fees.

Adapted from: “Blowing the Whistle on Health Care Fraud” The.7oournal  qfPrcvctical
Aftming. December 1995: 10.

possible investigation or the fact that the
hospitals’ internal procedures and policies
were lacking, this letter writing campaign
successfully yielded the return of the
“questionable” healthcare receipts from
100 percent of the hospitals notified.

It is recommended that all physician
practices of more than one physician have
a compliance and self-reporting program
in place. In fact, the Inspector General’s
office states that compliance programs are
part of all their settlements. Several
features compliance programs should
possess include detailed standards of
procedures for employees. a written code
of ethics, oversight personnel responsible
for due diligence, and effective communi-
cation. Internal auditors play an integral
role in this process and must be aware of
the importance of compliance programs
even though they are not an absolute
requirement. Also, independent groups
such as auditors or consultants should
regularly monitor and evaluate the plans.
However, a substantial number of smaller
providers may not have established self-
reporting compliance programs, but should
pursue initiating them.

Conclusion
Internal auditors should be aware of the

various opportunities that exist inside and
outside companies for reporting healthcare
fraud abuses. The abuse cannot be
completely eliminated, but the frequency
and size of the abuse can be reduced. The
sheer dollar amount of healthcare fraud has
proven to be more than enough to convince
the government that reporting should be
simple.
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